PICO TRTO
A320 TYPE RATING COURSE WITH MCC

WHY AIRBUS A320?
The Airbus A320 family airplane is the best-selling single-aisle airplane in the world with more than 8000
airplane orders and more than 5000 airplanes in operation. With the development of the A320neo the future
is bright. Being type rated on the A320 family airplane gives you the opportunity to develop your professional
pilot career like no other airplane type. Exciting job opportunities are available with airlines all over the world.
The A320 type rating will serve you well for the next 30 years and is the best investment you can make.

WHY PICO TRTO?
PICO TRTO was formed by a group of experienced professional pilots (Captains, Type Rating Instructors,
Type Rating Examiners) with the goal of training pilots to proficiency by sharing the best practices and
exceeding industry standards.
This is the reason why PICO TRTO performs all training sessions on the full flight simulator giving you the
highest full flight simulator time in the industry.
PICO TRTO will also provide line training scheme with our partner airlines around the world. After completion
of the line training we will help with our global connections should you need assistance in landing an A320
pilot job (the line training scheme is only available to PICO TRTO type rating students).

PICO TRTO
A320 TYPE RATING COURSE WITH MCC
PRE-ENTRY REQUIREMENTS – FIRST OFFICER
Valid ATPL or valid CPL and have passed the ATPL theoretical knowledge examinations.
Valid IR/ME.
ICAO English language proficiency (Level 4 minimum).
Flight time:
70 hours as Pilot In Command on aeroplanes.

COURSE COMPRISES

Training Device/Phase
A. CBT Self-Study Phase
CBT: 100 hours access to CBT
B. Theoretical Knowledge Instructions Phase (Note 1)
Instructor led crew cooperation course
Instructor led aircraft systems course, aircraft performance course,
systems & performance exam and debriefing
C. Handling Phase
13 FFS sessions: 13 x 4 hours
D. LOFT Phase
1 FFS session: 1 x 4 hours
E. Skill Test Phase
1 FFS session: 1 x 4 hours
Total FFS Time (C+D+E):
G. Base Training Phase
Aircraft flight
Note 1: Set of manuals and study material included.

COURSE DURATION
Approx. course duration: 30 days (excluding CBT self-study at home).

LINE TRAINING
Available upon request and partner airlines vacancies. For prices please send an inquiry.
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